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INFORMATIVE 
INTERVIEW 
I've been following your magazine 

Who 



Issue 108 was particularly good; a plot. Just one request - get rid of that Adric. 
fine blend of interviews, features and, penguin!! Also, />7 Villains Of The 80's: Page 23: 
best of all, a striking use of colour I can't say I agreed with the results Lord Cranleigh (centre), brother of the 
photographic material. The new team of your readers Season 22 poll; it was victim of Amazonian savages... Black 
clearly care a great deal about the a well-under par season, a program- Orchid. 

DOCTOR WHO? by Tim Quinn & Dicky Howett 



Every year, new and original ideas are seem inspired at first, turn out to be 
sought to make up the mix of stories which gremlins, or prove unworkable, 
are needed to keep Doctor Who fresh and This Two-Part article by Richard Marson 
entertaining. Naturally, sometimes during charts the unusual births of some of the best 
the course of these selections, ideas which -and worst-'last-minute'scripts. 

At the Eleven 









Send to Liz Digby-Firth, 
Macmillan Distribution Ltd. 
Houndmills, Basingstoke, 
Hampshire RG21 2XS. 

^Doctor Who: The Unfolding Text 
fis the first serious analysis of the BBC’s 
longest-running fictional programme 
ever. It provides an intriguing insight \ 
into the history of Doctor Who, with 

ia detailed analysis of the cultural and 
economic forces that have helped toj 

Lshape the programme. 

• Based on interviews with writers, ■ 
producers and performers in the 
programme since 1963, the book is 

■ packed with practical information, 
; making fascinating reading. It is an 
(essential item in the collection of the 
: true Doctor Who enthusiast. 

GREAT NEWS v GREAT NEWS 
FOR ALL DOCTOR WHO FANS 

The first serious analysis of the Doctor Who phenomenon ever written 

DOCTOR 

WHO 
The Unfolding Text 
John Tulloch and Manuel Alvarado 

On Saturday 23rd November 
1963 at 5.25 p.m., the Doctor 
Who theme music was heard on 
BBC television for the first time, 
and just under twelve minutes 8 
later, William Hartnell appeared | 
through the London fog as the s- 
first Doctor. It was the birth of an | 
institution. g 



PRODUCER 
LINE-UP 



HANDS 

Doctor Who Magazine is bursting with: 
♦ INTERVIEWS ♦SPECIAL FEATURES 
REGULAR COLUMNS including: Gallifrey 

Guardian, Matrix Data Bank, Archives/Fact 
Files and Off the Shelf, ♦THE DOCTOR WHO 

COMIC STRIP and lots more on your 
favourite programme. 

So be sure of getting your hands on a copy every 
month by subscribing, and we will deliver a copy of 

the magazine to your door for a year 
(plus two Special issues). 

To subscribe, fill out the coupon below and send it 
with a cheque/postal order for £11.00 UK/ 

£20.00/US$30.00 Overseas to: 
SUBSCRIPTIONS DEPARTMENT, 

(Doctor Who Magazine), Marvel Comics Ltd., 
23 Redan Place, London W2 4SA, 

(making the cheque payable to Marvel Comics Ltd.) 







are milling around watching an The Headmaster visits, and Tur- discovers that the beam has inter¬ 
elegant vintage car. One of them, a lough successfully places all the fered with the TARDIS' flight. They 
fat, ungainly teenager called Ibbot- blame for the accident on Ibbot- return to the ship to try to leave 
son is praising the car's pedigree, son's shoulders. Matron leaves again. Turlough has followed them 
watched cynically by his closest with the Headmaster so that Tur- and hidden in the TARDIS, where 
friend Turlough, an intense-looking lough can sleep, but as they go the he is discovered by an incredulous 
boy with red hair and wild eyes, crystal suffuses with light and the Doctor. He is welcomed by the 
Seeing the admiration in Ibbotson's boy hears the voice of the Black Doctor but mistrusted by the girls, 
eyes, Turlough suggests they Guardian telling him that "waking The Doctor says that he will travel 
appropriate the car for a quick ride. or sleeping, I shall be with you until to Earth by transmat, and dismantle 

Although he objects, Ibbotson our business is concluded". He tells the beam allowing the pre-set 

into the passenger seat while Tur- separated from his ship and in the same place. Turlough goes with 
lough takes the wheel. To the Turlough's power. him. They arrive by the obelisk. The 
cheers of their contemporaries, the The Doctor, Tegan and Nyssa are Doctor finds the source of the beam 
car speeds off down the school examining the ship, which appears and begins to dismantle it. Tur- 
drive. Heedless of Ibbotson's warn- to have been made for a very long lough is at this moment comman- 
ings, Turlough doesn't see the journey, with everything on board ded to destroy the Doctor. Looking 
approaching vehicle until it is too designed for pleasure. It is, howev- around him he finds a boulder, 
late. He spins off the road and er, deserted. which he raises high above the 

Doctor's head. 

EPISODE TWO 
The transmat beam explodes, 
throwing the Doctor, Turlough and 

the desired effect though - inside 
the TARDIS, the rota has begun 
rising and falling. The TARDIS 
seems to arrive at the obelisk - but 
Nyssa and Tegan see no sign of the 

Mawdryn 
Undead 

















‘Before she went, there 
was this effort to make 
her seem maturer... ” 





THIS MONTH. . . 
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re of the great moral storylines 

programme’s strength and interest 
over the years? Let’s hope so. + 



TUNE IN TO 
0 INTERVIEWS 

0FEATURES 

0 ADVENTURE COMIC STRIP 

0 INFO, NEWS AND VIEWS! 

The Doctor Who Magazine - on sale each month at your newsagents. If you 
don't see it - order it! Or take advantage of our Subscriptions offer... 


